
GReese
SW - Comment
Comment from Review 1:For the next submittal, please upload this report as a non-scanned PDF so it is searchable. If the signature page needs to be scanned, just scan that one page and add it to the rest of the non-scanned PDF electronically, or e-sign that page. It is really hard to do a proper review of this document without being able to search through it (now and in the future).

GReese
Stormwater Comment Legend









GReese
SW - Comment
What about S3 that is shown on the map? Discuss or revise text/map as necessary. 

GReese
SW - Comment
Comment from Review #1:At least describe the downstream conditions and/or the ultimate receiving waters. Although the difference between the existing and developed flowrates is not significant, it must be known whether the downstream conditions can handle the increase in flow. Per the 3rd paragraph in DCM Vol 1, Chap 2.5.3 

GReese
SW - Comment
Review #2 clarification: It is understood that the area east of Thompson Rd is outside the scope of this report. But given the increase in flowrate, the capacity of the downstream conveyance system must be discussed. A simple statement would be acceptable, for example: "the small increase in flowrate from existing to proposed conditions (Q5 change = +0.5 cfs, Q100 change = +0.6cfs) is not significant enough to have negative downstream impacts, as the downstream conveyance system has sufficient capacity for the increased flows."And if there is a historic drainage report/study that shows the capacity of any downstream conveyances, it would be very helpful to reference one. 







GReese
SW - Rectangle

GReese
SW - Comment
Revise this statement per comment on Page 5 above (to just be  more specific than it currently is). 











lpackman
Callout
Unresolved. Please revise. It appears that runoff from OS8 drains to S4, and not S5, per the existing drainage map. S4 is downstream of stock pond referenced in this narrative.

















lpackman
Callout
Revise. Step 2 is regarding stabilization of drainageways and step 3 is regarding WQ.















lpackman
Text Box
Unresolved. Please delineate and label the site location.







































































































































lpackman
Callout
Unresolved. Is this meant to be design point 1?

lpackman
Callout
Unresolved. Hatching is labeled as no build but is covering entire site. Update both drainage maps.

lpackman
Callout
Unresolved. Design point 3 should show cumulative flows from OS1, OS3, and OS4.





GReese
SW - Comment
Followup question to Review 1 comment:Is this supposed to be S1? From page 5 above of the report text, this appears to be S1. Revise as needed.

GReese
SW - Comment
Review 1 Comment: Revise to be in S1, S2... format for clarity (so it matches map below)

GReese
SW - Comment
Followup comment to Review 1 comment:There are now two S7 swales. Should one of these be S8? 

GReese
SW - Comment
Per the Legend, these ditches should also be  shown with the dashed blue linetype. 
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